We report the experimental observation of variable range hopping conduction in focused-ion-beam (FIB) fabricated ultra-narrow nanowires of topological insulator (Bi 2 Se 3 ). The value of the exponent (d + 1) −1 in the hopping equation was extracted as ~1 2 for different widths of nanowires, which is the proof of the presence of Efros-Shklovskii hopping transport mechanism in a strongly disordered system. High localization lengths (0.5 nm, 20 nm) were calculated for the devices. A careful analysis of the temperature dependent fluctuations present in the magnetoresistance curves, using the standard Universal Conductance Fluctuation theory, indicates the presence of 2D topological surface states. Also, the surface state contribution to the conductance was found very close to one conductance quantum. We believe that our experimental findings shed light on the understanding of quantum transport in disordered topological insulator based nanostructures.
disorder/interactions), but under strong disorder, the topological properties show insulating characteristics 23, [26] [27] [28] . In a recent study, it was demonstrated that introducing strong disorder in nanoscale TI samples might suppress the bulk conduction, while TSS remains immune to disorder 29 . Another report observed the change in band structure and TSS relocation to lower quintuple layers in presence of impurity and adsorbate addition 20, 21 . The Universal conductance fluctuation (UCF) in weakly disordered TI specimens has also been a subject of intense research in recent years and different studies were performed to show the UCF arising from SS, the role of underlying symmetries (time reversal symmetry and spin rotational symmetry) in characterizing the UCF in 2D TIs, etc 25, [30] [31] [32] [33] . In another report, ion milling, which creates defect states (like vacancies) in semiconductors, was used to signify the role of hopping transport in the magnetoresistance (M-R) of TIs 34 . Hopping transport in disordered electronic systems is a manifestation of Anderson localization (AL) 35 . Recently, Liao et al. 36 reported the experimental demonstration of AL in ultrathin films of 3D TIs, where due to increasing the disorder, a crossover from WAL regime of diffusive transport to AL regime of Mott-type variable range hopping (VRH) transport was observed.
In this work, we present a comprehensive experimental analysis of VRH transport in highly disordered nanowires of Bi 2 Se 3 of different widths, fabricated using the focused-ion-beam (FIB) technique. The excitation current and temperature dependent M-R curves of the Bi 2 Se 3 nanowires were studied to know the robust nature of 2D transport in disordered TI nanowires. A very high resistance was observed for the nanodevices which showed Mott-type VRH mechanism. The VRH fitting of resistance versus temperature (R-T) curves, revealed a very less hopping potential barrier which is indicative of a high localization length. TSS contribution to conductivity, which is usually close to one conductance quantum (e 2 /h), was observed dependent on the width of the nanowire. But the factor p in the generalised VRH equation for ohmic regime [37] [38] [39] 
is observed very close to 1 2 for different widths of the nanowires indicating the no dependence on the dimensionality, i.e. the proof of the Efros-Shklovskii (ES-) VRH mechanism, which has been usually demonstrated in strongly disordered systems at low temperatures [39] [40] [41] .
Results
We have fabricated Bi 2 Se 3 nanowire devices using the FIB milling technique from micro-mechanically exfoliated thin flakes of Bi 2 Se 3 on cleaned SiO 2 /Si substrates 9, 42 . The details of the fabrication process are given in the Methods section. The standard four probe low temperature electrical transport measurements were carried out in Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum Design) with a 9 T magnet. In order to understand the effect of perpendicular magnetic field on the resistance of the FIB fabricated Bi 2 Se 3 nanowire, first we have removed the contribution of UCF (discussed in the next section) by smoothing the M-R curve. For such a purpose, choosing a smoothing filter with small window size (~20 points) 43 and less order polynomial (~1 or 2) is better, as this would easily smooth out any extra unwanted oscillatory/fluctuating behaviour from the actual background signal. The red coloured smoothed M-R curve can be seen along-with the actual M-R (in blue) at 2 K (100 nA current) for device W3 in Fig. 1a . A positive linear M-R with a WAL at zero magnetic field is observed, which is a characteristic of TI-based devices at low temperature 5, 14, [44] [45] [46] . In the past, a linear M-R was observed in nanoplates and nanostructures of Bi 2 Se 3 and the M-R was found directly proportional to the carrier mobility (μ) and applied magnetic field (B), as
The angular dependence measurements were performed on these Bi 2 Se 3 nanostructures which confirmed the origin of linear MR as a signature of 2D transport property [47] [48] [49] . The linear M-R behaviour is also well explained with the classical model proposed by Parish and Littlewood 50, 51 . Note that, a sharp WAL dip is not distinguishable in our nanowire, which can be attributed to the presence of other kinds of electronic interference/interaction effects originating from the disorder/defect sites in our samples, which compete with the quantum interference effect causing WAL. The background curve (orange) in Fig. 1a shows the oscillations at higher magnetic fields. Earlier reports have assigned such oscillation in TI materials under perpendicular field to the Shubnikov de-Haas (SdH) effect 6, 11, 14 . In order to understand the origin of SdH oscillations in our TI-based sample, we performed the Landau level fan diagram analysis. It is a well-known fact that with increase in the magnetic field, successive emptying of Landau levels (LL) takes place, which manifests itself as oscillations in the resistance for a 2D Fermi surface 11 . The LL index (n) is related to the magnetic field (B) and Fermi cross-sectional area (S F ) by
2 , e = electronic charge and  = reduced Planck's constant. The parameter of interest in the above equation is the factor γ, which is known as the Berry's phase and its value is predicted to be ± 0.5 for a TSS. The value of γ can be calculated from the Y-intercept in LL index versus B −1 plot as shown in Fig. 1b , where the red circles and olive squares represent the corresponding minima and maxima in M-R oscillations (inset in Fig. 1b ), respectively. The value of Y-intercept in our case comes out to be -0.54, which is very close to the 1/2-shifted SdH oscillation predicted for TSS. This analysis indicates towards a very important property of TSS, i.e. robustness to disorder/deformation. The presence of large UCF superimposed on the background M-R did not affect the 1/2-shifted energy spectrum related to the TSS. Also, both the Landau level fan diagram and UCF (as discussed in next section) analysis suggests the presence of TSS in our samples. Fluctuations in the resistance as a function of magnetic field for device W3 (length ~1.846 µm, width ~110.3 nm) are clearly evident from Fig. 2 . We performed the temperature and excitation current (at a particular temperature) dependent M-R analysis, in order to understand the origin of these fluctuations. Figure 2a , curves at 100 nA excitation current for temperatures 2, 4 and 6 K. The curves have been shifted for better clarity. The decreasing amplitude of these fluctuations with temperature, reproducibility in reverse magnetic field sweeps and the aperiodicity with respect to magnetic field suggested us to compare this effect with the UCF. It is a well known phenomenon that the electronic interference in disordered mesoscopic metallic samples with sizes smaller than the phase coherent length (L ϕ ) manifests itself as some noisy/ aperiodic patterns of the order of e 2 /h in the M-R curves, known as UCF 52, 53 . When the sample size becomes larger than L ϕ , self-averaging effects come into play, which decreases the amplitude of fluctuations 53, 54 . Inset of Fig. 2a shows the fluctuations in conductance, which has been extracted by subtracting the background conductance, obtained from a fit to a five order polynomial, from actual conductance. Although, complete reproducibility of fluctuations at different temperatures is not expected in our case due to very high disorder and deformations in the nanowire due to milling procedure, a good amount of reproducible features are present in the fluctuation curves of 2 K and 4 K (shifted for clarity in inset of Fig. 2a ), which reflect the inherent fingerprint of the sample. Quantitative analysis of the amplitude of fluctuations in our sample was performed using the UCF theory proposed by Lee et al. 53 . The conductance fluctuations for UCF analysis can be obtained from the relation:
where 〈G(B)〉 denotes the ensemble average of magneto-conductance. A correlation function of the fluctuations
is used to calculate the amplitude of UCF, i.e., root mean square value of the conductance fluctuation (rms(δG)or δ ⟨ ⟩ G 2 ), at (0)  53 . The calculated UCF magnitude at different temperatures is around 0.01 e 2 /h and depicts a slow exponentially decaying dependence with temperature (T −0.47 ) as shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2b . Here, an important quantity of interest is the full width at half maximum of the auto-correlation function Further, it is known that in a 2D system, when L ϕ is the shortest length, we have
where φ o is equal to the magnetic flux quantum, h/e 53 . Using equation (7), we calculated the L ϕ values and its temperature dependence ( Fig. 2b) show an exponential decay with ϕ − . L T 0 36 . Theoretically, the power law dependence of L ϕ for a 1D, 2D and 3D system is predicted to be proportional to T −1/3 , T −1/2 and T −3/4 , respectively 55 . For a 2D system with <
where L ϕ is the phase coherent length and L x , L z are width and channel length of the sample 53 
The temperature dependence of UCF amplitude in our case is T −0.47 , which is very similar to the theoretically expected characteristics 31, 33, 53, 54 and suggests a 2D dominated system. Note that we did not observe the theoretically accurate estimate predicated for 2D or 1D transport, i.e. UCF amplitude T −0.5 or T −0.33 , respectively. Earlier studies demonstrating the 2D transport in TI materials have also reported small deviations in comparison to the theoretical values. Kim et al. 32 obtained a relation of ϕ − .
L
T 0 43 for Bismuth nanowires, which reflected that the system is a hybridization of both one and two dimensions. Since, the exponent of −0.43 was closer to the 2D system value of −0.5, therefore, it was considered that the SS plays a major role in transport. Trivedi et al. 33 reported slightly deviating values of T −0.44 and T −0.6 from rms(δG) and L ϕ analysis in the nanosheets of Bismuth Telluro-Sulfide, and compared the case with 2D system. Matsuo et al. 30 reported a dependence of T −0.65 for quasi-one-dimensional Bi 2 Se 3 nanowires, where again the transport was attributed to the 2D system. We believe that further investigations on ultra-narrow wires (widths < 100 nm) are required to shed more light on the nature of 1D transport.
The excitation current dependent UCF study at 2 K has been shown in Fig. 3a,b . The decrease in M-R and conductance fluctuations with increasing current is clearly evident from Fig. 3a , which shows the M-R change curves at different currents of 100 nA, 500 nA and 1.8 µA. The average conductance almost doubles itself from 0.7 e 2 /h to 1.3 e 2 /h, while increasing the current from 5 nA to 1.8 µA, shown in Fig. 3b (right Y-axis) . This is indicative of the fact that the transmission probability of carriers between the electrodes and the nanowire is dependent on the current bias. A possible explanation for this could be the carrier confinement effects introduced due to the low dimensionality of the fabricated nanowire. Figure 3b . The dependence of UCF on voltage (or current) bias in mesoscopic conductors is a highly complicated phenomenon and some studies in the past were conducted to understand it. Ludwig et al. 56 found that for non-interacting electronic systems, the variance 〈δG 2 〉 shows a monotonic increase with voltage, i.e., an enhancement in fluctuations in observed with increase in voltage, which is in good agreement with the pioneering work by Larkin and Khmel'nitskii 57 . Simultaneously, they also discussed about the systems with high EEI, where dephasing due to Coulomb interaction occurs and results into a non-monotonic dependence of conductance fluctuations with voltage. Further, it was shown that in such systems rms(δG)falls as V 1/ for higher voltages. In our case, the FIB fabricated nanowire resembles to a strongly disordered electronic system with sufficiently high localized states, leading to high EEI and dephasing effects, which may be a reason for the observed V 1/ drop in the amplitude of conductance fluctuations.
Discussion
We now discuss the non-trivial effects of disorder and localization induced hopping transport in the Bi 2 Se 3 nanowires fabricated by using FIB milling method. For this purpose, we performed the detailed analysis of the temperature dependence of conductance for device W3 and W6. The upper right inset in Fig. 4a shows the cooling curve for device W3. A huge monotonic increase in the resistance with decreasing temperature till 4.4 K is observed. Below this, the resistance increases very sharply from 18 kΩ (at 4.4 K) to 19.6 kΩ (at 2 K). The R-T behaviour in our sample clearly indicates a huge insulating behaviour. Previous TI-based transport studies have reported metallic or semiconducting R-T behaviour based on the bulk conduction band or shallow impurity band 5, 6, 11, 58 .
In our case, none of these standard models properly fit to the experimental results. Therefore, we use the VRH model to fit our obtained results. Figure 4a shows the VRH fit (blue solid line) on conductance versus temperature plot (orange circles) for device W3. In addition to the standard Mott-type VRH conductance, a constant conductance is also used to correctly define the overall conductance of the sample 29 . Therefore, the total conductance (G) is given by the relation:
where G TSS is the conductance contribution from TSS,G o is a pre-factor,T o is a characteristic temperature related to the hopping energy and d is the effective dimension of the system. The exponent (d + 1) −1 determines the type of conduction mechanism in the sample based on the shape of density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level 40, 41 . A recent study on Bi 2 Te 3 nanotubes showed that the temperature dependent second term in Eq. (9) comes from the bulk channel 29 . A closer inspection of Fig. 4a suggests that the experimental conductance deviates from the VRH fit at ~42 K (shown in the blue shaded region). The deviation from VRH transport mechanism and the sharp decrease in conductance can be attributed to the high EEI in TIs at low temperatures, which is discussed after the hopping mechanism. The blue solid line is a fit to Eq. (9) using fitting parameters G TSS ~ 6 × 10 −5 S, Figure 4b demonstrates that the TSS contribution is a constant slightly above one conductance quantum (e 2 /h ~ 3.874 × 10 −5 S) for most of the temperature range but decreases for temperatures below 6 K due to EEI effects. The TSS conductance was obtained by subtracting the bulk conductance contribution given by the second term in Eq. (9) from the experimentally acquired total conductance. Previous works have shown similar kind of TSS contribution close to one conductance quantum 29, 59 . Also, a comparison between the total conductance and bulk conductance is plotted in inset of Fig. 4b , which clearly reflects that the bulk contribution is very low compared to the total conductance, which is evident from the low value of G o . A similar kind of analysis was performed on another nanowire device W6 having much greater width (~683 nm) than W3. FESEM image of the device is shown in the upper right inset of Fig. 4c . The lower inset shows the R-T characteristic of the device. Again, we observe a highly insulating behaviour for this device with resistance increasing up-to 33 kΩ at 2 K. A very nice fit of the VRH equation (red solid line in Fig. 4c and upper left inset) for the whole temperature range is obtained for this device. The values of fitting parameters obtained for W6 are G TSS ~ 1.1 × 10 −5 S, G o ~ 2.44 × 10 −4 S, d ~ 1.5 and T o ~ 23.42 K. Figure 4d indicates that the contribution from bulk conductance is very large and almost equal to the total conductance. Thus, the TSS contribution is very less than one conductance quantum and is shown by the fluctuating G TSS values of ~0.3 e 2 /h in inset of Fig. 4d . The above two results clearly indicate that the conduction through TSS is dominant in W3 nanowire, where the surface-to-volume ratio is very high as compared to W6. This result is very interesting as it demonstrates the FIB fabrication method as an efficient way to tune the conductance contribution from SS and bulk transport. We observed that there are two kinds of conductance channels, one from the TSS and another from the bulk. With increasing width of the nanowire the contribution from bulk also increases due to more conduction channels available in the bulk. Previously, ref. 29 stated that due to strong disorder in the system bulk conductance is suppressed and TSS contribution is enhanced significantly for TI nanotubes with very less cross-sectional area. A similar kind of phenomenon is observed in our case for smaller width nanowire W3.
The deviation from VRH model was observed in the conductance at very low temperature for device W3. Here we use the EEI theory to explain this phenomenon. The nanowire conductance falls off logarithmically with temperature below 5 K (lower inset in Fig. 4a ). The correction in 2D conductance due to EEI is given by the relation 16, 17, 60 :
where σ  F is the electron screening factor and T o is the reference temperature from where the correction σ ∆ is measured. The values obtained for σ  F and T o from the fitting curve (solid purple line in lower inset of Fig. 4a ) are 0.2 and 2.1 K, respectively. Theoretically, it is predicted that the value of σ  F lies in the range of 0 to 1, and a value close to zero implies the presence of strong EEI in the system. Many previous reports have exhibited the relevance of many-body interactions in low-dimensional TI samples. The anomalous insulating behaviour in TIs at low temperatures was proposed as a result of co-existence of both the strong electronic interactions and the topological delocalization (TD) 16, 19 . The enhancement of Coulombic interaction could suppress the density of states at the Fermi level and thus, a logarithmic increase in resistance is observed for device W3. Also, the competition between the TD and EEI at low temperature modifies the quantum correction to conductance as
is the enhancement in conductance by TD and ∆G T ( ) EEI is the suppression of conductance by EEI 16, 18 . The short phase coherence length and less WAL observed in our nanowire can be attributed to the strong electronic interaction, which is enhanced in thinner samples due to disorder and reduced dimensionality. Previous reports have shown that in very thin TI samples an energy gap opens up at the Dirac point due to the coupling of top and bottom surfaces, which weakens the TD and reduces conductance at low temperature 61, 62 .
We believe that our experimental findings are a consequence of the strong localization effects created in the sample by disorder/deformation, and FIB milling procedure is inherently well known to introduce such defects/ deformations/disorder. In presence of disorder, localized/defect states are created and electron transport occurs by hopping across these states which is a totally different behaviour than that of other conduction electrons 63 . The DOS around the Fermi level is an important parameter for understanding the hopping of electrons between the localized states. In our case, the VRH analysis for both the nanowires gives almost the same value of exponent (d + 1) −1 , which is close to 1 2 . There is no dependency of hopping transport on the width/dimensions of the nanowire. This is indicative of the fact that under high disorder regime, ES-VRH mechanism is followed in our nanowires, where the DOS near the Fermi level is not constant (in contrast with Mott-VRH where DOS is constant near the Fermi level) and vanishes linearly with energy, and the value of the exponent is 1 2 in all dimensions 39, 40 . In a previous work on Bi 2 Se 3 thin films, the characteristic temperature T o in Eq. (9) was found to be ~10 6 K 64 . But in our case, it is 940.7 K and 23.42 K for W3 and W6, respectively. Since, the hopping potential is proportional to T o , we can conclude that the energy required by electron to hop from one localized state to another is very small in our case. Also, the probability of hopping, (12) where R is the spatial separation and W is the energy separation between two localized states 65 , is more for our case. The localization length was calculated using the expression
where ε o and ε represent the permittivity of vacuum and the dielectric constant of the material 39, 41 . The value of εε o is taken as 100 ε o for Bi 2 Se 3 66, 67 . High localization lengths of 0.5 nm and 20 nm for W3 and W6, respectively, indicate the presence of strong disorder in our nanowires. Due to high localization and confinement effects in our nanowire, L ϕ tends to be very small in comparison to the dimensions of the nanowire. Also, our analysis suggests that for a low dimensional disordered TI sample, voltage induced dephasing takes place, so that L ϕ is unstable and varies with the excitation current. It is very important to note that the conductance fluctuations in our case cannot be simply attributed to the noise due to current induced heating effects, since our nanodevice was perfectly placed in liquid Helium with a proper heat exchange setup. Also, the heating effects due to ramping up of magnetic field can be ruled out, as ramping rates of less than 30 Oe/sec were used. The UCFs have a totally different origin from other quantum interference effects like WAL. The amplitude of UCF provides an excellent way to study the quantum transport properties in a material, since UCF is related to the phase-coherent length, sample size and symmetry of the Hamiltonian inside the sample 68 . Recently, quantum oscillations in the form of UCF were not only used to reveal the topological character of the material but also to study the phase transition from Dirac-to-Weyl semimetal by breaking time reversal symmetry in Cd 3 As 2 nanowires 69 . In the case of 3D TIs, both the bulk and SS contribute to the amplitude of UCF 31 . The absence of backscattering in TIs suppresses the number of scattering paths and thus, leads to the scattering confinement, which plays a significant role in 2D UCF 70 . Previously, for TI samples a T −1/2 dependence of L ϕ were considered as an important signature of 2D TSS 45 . However, in our case the electronic transport seems to be originating from the hybridization of 1D and 2D system, as indicated by the exponent of −0.36. The unusual exponent close to 1D behaviour is of no surprise, since the fabricated nanowire in our case resembles a quasi-1D system. It is important to note that the quantum confinement effects due to low dimensionality of the system also affect the transport properties in a TI-based system, and many future studies need to be performed in order to fully understand the complex mechanism related to the interplay of 2D TSS and quantum confinement effects.
In summary. We have experimentally demonstrated the existence of ES-VRH mechanism in highly disordered/deformed nanowires of Bi 2 Se 3 . The device fabrication procedure used in our case inherently provides an excellent way to test for the robustness of TSS to strong disorder introduced in the system via Ga + implantation, deformation formed due to milling and other impurities deposited during in situ metal contacts formation. Our analysis revealed that the UCFs originate from the 2D-TSS, thus confirming the robust nature of TSS. Also, it was shown that the contribution of TSS and bulk can be studied in the FIB fabricated nanowires of Bi 2 Se 3 .
Methods
Device fabrication. The thin Bi 2 Se 3 nanowire based devices were fabricated by micromechanical cleavage technique using the standard scotch tape method and focused ion beam (FIB) milling. Firstly, SiO 2 / Si wafers (p-type highly Boron doped with ~0.001-0.005 Ω-cm) were cleaned with acetone, iso-propanol, methanol and de-ionised water, and additional oxygen plasma treatment was performed for ~10 min. The thin flakes of Bi 2 Se 3 (99.999% CAS#12068-69-8, Alfa Aesar) were deposited using exfoliation method on SiO 2 /Si substrates with pre-sputtered thick Au/Ti pads (~80/5 nm). This method produces thin and random sized flakes of Bi 2 Se 3 which were further localized under optical microscope (Olympus MX51) and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Zeiss-Auriga). The located thin flakes were milled using FIB, with Ga + ions as a source material for the ion beam. The electrical contacts on the thin nanowire of Bi 2 Se 3 were made with metal electrodes of platinum through FIB based gas injection system (GIS). 
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